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WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
How Humans Represent the World

The whole visible universe is buc a storehouse ofimages and signs to
which che imagination will give a relative place and value; it is a -sore
of pasture which che imagination muse digest and transform.
-Charles Baudelaire (1821-67)

M

arrha's video of the restaurant scene contains many more interesting episodes for the semiorician to digest and ponder over. In one
segment, Ted's attention is caught by a pin that Cheryl has on her
dress. Noticing its unconventional shape, he inquires, "What an interesting
design. What does it mean?" heryl answers as follows: "Ir represenrs a water
spirit in Chinese culture, which symbolizes the vitality oflife."
Interest in objects and the design of things is common, even though
we rarely give it much consideration, beyond the fact that we p erceive it as
part of natural curiosity. But human curiosity is a remarkable thing. The
crux of semiotic analysis is, in effect, co satisfy our curiosity by unraveling
what something means, or more accurately, represents. As discussed in the
first chapter, notions such as sign, code, and text allow us to understand
with much more accuracy how we extract meaning from the things that
we come across roucinely in our daily lives. Culcure is really a system (or
network) of signs, codes and rexes that inform people how to carry out
their daily social interactions and what va lues to ascribe to objects.

THE MEANING OF MEANING
Let's consider one crucial word in Ted's question-namely the verb mean in
"What does it mean?" This is a word we use often in everyday conversation
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wic.houc ever reflecting on it. What does mta11i11g mean? As it turns out the
word has many meanings itself. ln 1923 two cholar , C. K. gden and
I. A. Richards, found sixteen common meanings for this word in English .'
In the sentence "Does life have a meaning~" for instance, the term is equivalent co "purpose." In sentences such as "Whac does love mean to you?" or "A
green light means go," the word has a more down-co-earth meaning. In such
uses ic means "conveyance" or "indication." Clearly, the meaning of meaning
is a problematic thing.
So, the term meaning is left undefined. This is not a mere avoidance
suategy. Similar co mathematics, certain notions are imply announced as
such because they are self-evident. These are called axioms. To the semiotician there is no such thing as absolute meaning, for che simple reason chat
meaning cannot be separated from culture. To grasp what chis means (no
pun intended), consider the world of plams and animals as food sources.
In theory, human beings are capable of classifying chem by simple crial
and error into edible (nonperilous) and 11ontdible (perilous)-chat is, people
living anywhere on eacch are capable of separating any species of plant by
experimentation inco two categories-chose that are perilous and those chat
are not. These are named as nonedible and edible respectively in English.
But, that's not che end of the Stoey. People also classify nonperilous plants
and animal meat as nontdible. Rabbits, many kinds of flowers, and silkworms, for instance, would be classified (by and large) as nonedible by
people living in North American society, even though they cause no harm
to health. On che other hand, many Europeans regularly consume rabbit
meat and various types of flowers, and Mexicans eat cooked silkworms with
no adverse physical reactions whatsoever. These people obviously live in
cultures chat classify them as edible. Classi.ficarory disparities such as these
exist because the cultural meanings of "rabbit" or "silkworm" are different.
However, the fact chat a particular culture predisposes its users ro attend
co certain meanings as necessary does not imply that members of other
cultures are incapable of perceiving the world in similar ways. Ale.hough
people from a differenc culture might construe a cigarette differently from
how North Americans and other cigarette-using culcures perceive it, they
can easily understand what it means if we simply explain it to them, as was
done in the first chapter. They might react with surprise or consternation,
but they will neverthele s be able to grasp the meaning. Practical knowledge of the world is culture-specific, built on the categories used to classify
rhe world that an individual acquires in social comexc; but the theoretical
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capacity for knowing is limitless, and can easily transcend the very culrurespecific caregories that commonly guide ir.
The act of classification entails a corresponding ace of interpretation.
imply defined , rh is is the ability co extract an appropriate meaning from
some sign or text. Although interpretation is subject co much individual
variation, it is not an open-ended process; it involves familiarity with the
meanings of signs in specific contexts, with rhe type of code co which they
belong, and with che nature of their referents-concrete referents (such as
cat, dog, boy, girl, etc.) are less subject co variation than are abstract ones (such
as justice, fairness, equality, patience, etc.). Without such familiarity, communication and interpersonal interaction would be virtually impossible in
common social settings. In essence, interpretation is a purpo eful selection of
specific meanings among the boundle s meanings of which the human mind
is capable for some pecific purpose or in ome particular situation. In art and
performance, one talks of inrerpretation as if it were less rhan the original
creation of the work of art. Bue chi i not correct. The interpreter is a creacor of meanings as well. The lace Canadian pianisr Glen Gould (1932-82)
was no less an artist for nor having composed The Well-Tempered Clavier,
which he so masrerfully played. He effaced himself the better co serve Bach's
model. The more successful he was at his cask, rhe more deeply involved did
he become in Bach 's arc form. Every couch, every rum of phrase, became a
mirror of hi creative imagination.

TYPES OF MEANING
Now, lee's take a closer look at meaning, the way a semiotician would.
First, there are rwo levels of meaning in human systems-the denotative
and rhe connotative. You already have a sense of whar rhis involves when
you use everyday words. Think of the word red. What does it mean? At
one level, it refers co a specific kind of color different from say blue and
green. Bue at another level, it refers to such things as an emotional scare
("I'm red with embarrassment"), a financial predicament ("I'm in rhe
red"), or a political ideology ("He' been a red communist all his life").
Virtually all words have these rwo levels of meaning. So, the discussion
that follows will nor be totally foreign co you. It is intended to formalize
what you already know intuitively.
A sign encodes something observed, perceived, felt, or thought. This is
what it tknotes, or calls arcenrion ro at a primary level. The word house, for
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example, calls accention co a "scruccure for human habitation." The kind
of"scruccure" char ic denotes is nor specific, bur rather, procorypical within
a cultural concexc-house denoces somerhing dini rent to omeone liv ing
in New York chan it does co someone living in Calcutta or Namibia. The
word house (and ics equivalent in ocher languages) denoce many differenc
types of structure-large, small, cubical, or spherical. In our society. this
word will normally evoke the image of a cubical, rach r than a spherical
habitation struccure, because that is the prototypical shape of our houses.
Bue in ochers, such as the Dogon ociety of the udan or che etdemenrs
of Zambian herders, equivalent words will denote a spherical or conical
structure.
Now, consider the use of the word house in encences such as "The
house is in session," "The house roared with laughter," and "They sleep in
one of the houses at Harvard Universiry." These meanings clearly function
at a different level. That level is called connotative. ln the three sencences,
the word house connotes a "legislative quorum," an "audience," and a "dormitory" respectively. These uses extend che concept "structure for human
habitation" to encompass ocher situations in which humans come together
(as if they were in a house). These meanings allow people to u ea manageable set of signs to represent a large array of potential meanings.
Connotation has many functions. The word yes in English denotes
"affirmation," bur one can communicate doubt or increduliry through
this same word by simply raising one's voice as in a question: Yes? One can
also convey conviction or excitement by stressing it: Ymss! These are emotive meanings chat can always be added to signs of various rypes through
intonation (and ocher means). Consider house again. ln sentences such as
"Are you sure chat's a house? It looks more like a garage," increduliry and
conviction are conveyed in a similar manner through a modulation in
intonation.
Finally, consider the use of house in expressions such as "che house of
God" and the "house of ill repute." In such cases the connotative meaning comes not from intonation but from another source. The use of house
co mean a "church" or a "proscicucion establishment" respectively reveals
a specific kind of process that can be called historiciry. Historically
acquired meanings differ from other types of connotations, such as those
discussed previously, because they cannot be figured out solely in terms
of the word' literal meaning, but muse be gleaned from their use in social
context. The meanings of cigarettes, high heels, perfumes, brand names
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of cars and cloches, and ocher such things, are all reflective of hiscorically
based proce ses.
Consider again rhe color red. In cultures across che world, ic is linked
wich life, magic, warmth, love, and fercilicy. The Anglo- axons painted
crees and animals red, believing char chis would protect chem against evil,
while warriors painted their axes and spears red believing char chis would
endow them wirh superhuman powers. In ancient Rome, brides wore a
fiery red veil (rhe flamme11m) co symbolize love and ferciliry-a cuscom
also practiced in pares of China. In ancient Egypt, on che ocher hand,
red was a sign of evil and wickedness, associated wich che desrrucrive god
Sec. Evil doings were called red affairs and scribes used red liquid co write
warnings-a practice char continues today even in modern-day societies.
All such meanings of red are hi rorici c.
In 1957 the psychologists C. E. Osgood, G. ]. uci, and P.H. Tannenbaum
developed an interesting technique for fleshing our che connotations of
words, known as rhe semantic diffirmtial. 2 By posing a series of quesrions co
subjects about a specific concept-Is ir good or bad? Weak or scrong?-as
seven-poinc scales, with rhe opposing adjectives at each end, they were able
co sift our general paccerns from chem using scariscical techniques. As an
example, suppose you ask a group of people co evaluate che concept United
States President in cerms of oppo ice categories such as modern-traditional,
young-old, attractive-bland, practicai-ideaListic, and friendly-stern, each on a
scale of 1 co 7, as shown in figure 2.1. What will the result be?
Those who feel chat the president should be modern would place a
mark coward che corresponding end of char scale. Those who believe
rbac rhe president should nor be coo young or coo old would place a
mark near che middle of rhe young-old sca le. Peop le who ch ink char
the president should be bland-looking would place a mark toward che
corresponding end of the arcraccive-bland scale. And so on. If one were
co ask larger and larger groups of people to rate che president in terms
of such scales, one would then be able co draw a "connotative profile"
of the presidency. Remarkably, research utilizing the semantic differential has shown chat, although the connotations of specific concepts
are subject to personal interpretation and subjective perceptions, the
range of variation is rarely random or haphazard. In other words, the
experiments using the semantic differential have shown char connotation is constrained by culcure. For example, rhe word noise cums our co
be a highly emotional concept for the Japanese, who rare ir consistently
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Figure 2.1: Connotations of "United cates Pre idem "

at the end points of che scale pre ented to chem ; whereas it is a fairly
neutral concept for Americans who place it in the midrange of the sarne
scales.
For accuracy it should be mentioned that denotation and connoradon
go under various names in the technical literacure. T he fo rmer is also
called reference and the latter sense, terms used by the German philosopher Gottlob Frege (1848-1925) who was among the fir t to point out
the role of connocacion in cheorie of meaning. Frege' famou example
was that of the "fourth smallest planet and the second planet from che
Sun" as being named boch Venus and the Morning tar. T he rwo cerros
referred co che same thing, he observed, buc chey had different sensesVenus refers co che planet in a craightforward referential way (nevertheless
wich implicit references co che goddess of sexual love and phy ical beauty
of Roman mythology), while Morning Star brings our the face cbac the
planet is visible in che ease jusc before sunrise. Knowledge of signs, Frege
maintained, clearly includes awareness of the senses char they bear culrurally. The philosopher Rudolf Carnap (1891-1970) used rhe cerms intension
(= denotation) and extension (= connotation) instead. Although there are
subtle differences among these terms, it is beyond rhe pre enc purpose ro
compare them. ufflce it co say char in current emiotic practice they are
vircually synonymous:
reference
ense

denotation
connotation

intension
extension
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The use of the denotation versus connotation dichotomy is often credited ro philosopher John Stuart Mill (1806-73) but it can be traced back
to the medieval Scholastics, and in particular to William of Ockham
(1285-1347). Thi distinction was introduced into linguistics by the
American linguist Leonard Bloomfield (1887-1949) in his influential
1933 book called Language,3 and inco semiotics proper by the Danish
lingu ist Loui Hjelmslev (1899- 1965) a little later.
In a way, the semiotician is a "scienci c of connotations." The aim of our
analysis of Cheryl and Ted's smoking performance in the previous chapter
was, in fact, to sift our che connotations chat cigarettes and high heel shoes
have in specific situations. Connotation is the operative meaning-making
and meaning-extracting mode in the production and decipherment of
most signs and texts. Connotation is not an option, as some traditional
philosophical and linguistic cheorie of meaning continue to sustain ro
this day; it is something we are inclined to extract from a sign in specific
contexts. What does this imply? Recall that it would not have been possible
to decipher the meanings of cigarettes and high heels without taking inco
account the physical and social context of che scene in which chey were
recorded. If you came aero s a crumpled up and discarded cigarette butt
on a sidewalk, you wou Id probably interpret it as a piece of rubbish. Bue
if you saw the very same cigarette enca ed in a picture frame, hanging on
a wall in an art gallery, aucographed by some artist, and given the title
Waste, chen you would hardly perceive ir as garbage. You would interpret
it in a markedly different way-as a symbol of a "throwaway society,"
as a metaphor for a "materialistic culture," or in some ocher connotative
way. Clearly, che package's context of occurrence-its .location on a sidewalk versus its insertion in a picture frame displayed in an art gallerydetermines the kind of meaning you will extract from it.

TYPES OF SIGNS
Much work within emiotics has been devoted to identifying the main
types of signs produced by humans. The late Thomas A. Sebeok (mentioned in the previous chapter) identified six types-symptom, signal,
index, icon, symbol, and name. 4 Although some semioticians would
exclude symptom and signal from the purview of their discipline, Sebeok
correctly insists (in my view) that their inclusion would force them to
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consider rhe relation of biological factor r culcural on more rriou ly
in rheir invescigacion of semiosis.
Lee's consider Sebeok's suggestion a lied further. ympcom are bodily
signs chac are indicative of phy ical scares or condition . Bur thdr incerprecarion, as we saw in the previous chapter, i inOuenccd by wlcure. Facial
acne, for example, is recognized as a chronic di ase of rhe kin afflicting
adolescents and young adults, linked in large part co !if. cyle factor (diet,
scress, ere.) in Western culcures. The symptom a ciaced with chis condition are pimples (furuncles) on the face, back, and chest. Bue pimples
are not perceived as symptoms of disea e in ocher culture , a :m e red by
the lack of words equivalent co acne in many of che world's languages.
Analogously, the Inuit tribes of northern Manitoba do not have a word
for rickets-a softening and, often, bending of rhe bones usually caused by
a lack of vitamin D and insufficient expo ure co unlighc. Traditionally,
the people living in chose cultures did nor perceive chis pattern of bone
formation as indicative of an abnormality of rhe skeletal system. They
realized it by learning the word rickets. This is analogous co our lack of
recognition of the syndrome char Malaysian, Japanese, lndone ian, and
Th~i peoples call Latah, which results from sudden fright. Lacking an
equivalent term for this scare, we simply do nor recognize it as a condition,
although it clearly exists (as people living in such cultures would avow). As
such examples show, the whole process of diagnosing a disease is a sem iotic one, since it involves deciphering and esrabli hing what consricuces a
symptom in culcural term .
A signal is a bodily emission (sound, odor, ere.) or movement (head
tilt, eye wink, ere.). In most species, signals have rhe primary function of
identifying the sex and species of an animal's porencial mare. For example,
a fish called the stickleback uses a syscem of interlocking releaser signals ro
orchescrace its mating. When its breeding season arrives, the underside of
each male turns bright red. This color attracts females, bur also provokes
arcacks by other males. Red objects of almost any description will trigger
male stickleback aggression. A female responds co the male's red signal
wich a curious approach posture that displays her swollen belly fuU of
eggs. This incites the male co perform a zigzag dance char leads the female
co che cunnellike nest he has built for her. The female snuggles into the
nest, whereupon che male couches her cail with his nose and quivers. The
ensuing vibration causes the female co release her eggs for the male to
fertilize. If the male fails co perform the last part of the dance, the female
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will nor lay her eggs. Vibrating the female with a pencil will work just as
well, but the male in this ca e, not having gone through the last stage of
the ritual, will refuse co fertilize rhe eggs, earing them instead.
Signaling has ocher functions, of course. Worker honey bees, for
instance, are endowed wich a sophisticated system for signaling che location of a cache of food to their hive members. On rerurning ro the hive
from foraging trips, chese bees have the extraordinary capacity to inform
rhe ocher bees in the hive, through movement sequences, about the direction, distance, and quality of the food with amazing accuracy. This signaling system is known as a dance because its rnovemencs resemble the actions
of human dancing. The remarkable thing about it is that it shares with
human signs che feature of conveying information about something even
though that omething is absent from direct sensory perception. Several
kinds of dance patterns have been documented by zoologists. In the
"round " dance, che bee moves in circles, alternating to che left and to the
righc. This dance is apparently used by the bees to signa l that the cache of
food is nearby. When the food source is farther away, the bee dances in a
"wagging" fashion, moving in a straight line while wagging its abdomen
from side co side and then returning co its scarring point. The straight line
in this dance points in the direction of the food source, the energy level of
the dance indicates how rich the food source is, and the tempo provides
information about its distance from the hive.
Despite cheir noteworthiness, uch examples of signaling are nor
deliberate in the human sense of that word. They are instinctual, even
though rhey sometimes do nor appear co us co be so. A classic example
of how easily we are duped by our own perceptions of animal signaling
is the well-documented case of Clever Hans. Clever Hans was a worldfamous German "cal kfog horse" who lived at the turn of che twentieth
cencury. He appeared to understand human language and communicate
human answers co questions by rapping the alphabet with his front
hoof-one tap for A, cwo caps for B, and so on. A panel of scientists ruled
our deception by the horse's owner. The horse, it was claimed, could talk!
Clever Hans was awarded honors and proclaimed an important scientific
discovery. Eventually, however, an astute member of the commiccee of
sciencisrs who had examined the horse, the Durch psychologist Oskar
Pfungst, discovered char Clever Hans could nor talk without observing his
questioners. The horse decoded ignals char humans transmit and over
which they have no conscious concrol. lever Hans sensed when co cap
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his hoof and when noc co cap ic in rcspon c co inadvertent cues from hi
human handler, who would visibly relax when the hor c had capped chc
proper number of cimcs. To show thi , Pfung t imply blindfoldetl lever
Hans who, as a consequence, cea cd co be o clever. The "Clever Hans
phenomenon," as it has come co be known in che annal of psychology,
has been dcmonscraced wich ocher animals-for in cance, a dog w ill bark
in response co inadvertent human signals.
Many human signals are also instinctual. Psychological scudies have
shown, for instance, thac men are sexually attracted co women wich large
pupils, which signal strong exual interest, and make a female look you nger. This mighc explain che vogue in cencral Europe during che 1920s and
1930s of women using a pupil-dilating crystalline alkaloid eye-drop liquid
derived from che drug popularly known a belladonna ("beautiful woman"
in Italian) as a cosmetic co enhance facial appearance. But human beings
also have chc ability co send out signals consciously and intentionally. A
look or cilt of the head can be used to indicate to someone the presence in
the room of a certain person; a wink of che eye can be used to communicace che need co maintain secrecy or sexual interest; and o on.

INDEXES, ICONS, ANO SYMBOLS
The power of human scmiosis lies in chc fact thac ic is noc limited to
instinctual signaling. The signs char human make arc abscractions rhac
allow chem to carry che world "around in cheir heads," because rhcy permit che recall of the things, being , evcncs, feelings co which they refer,
even if chesc are displaced in space and time, chac is, not physically present
for people co observe and perceive. This "displacement property" of signs
has endowed chc human species wich chc remarkable capacity to chink
about che world beyond the realm of instinctual responses to stimuli co
which most ocher species arc constrained, and cbus co reflect upon it ac
any time or in any concexc whatsoever.
Consider, for instance, che accion of pointing a finger ac an object such
as a ball. This action will invariably direct someone's eye co its location.
The pointing index finger is an example of a remarkable type of sign
known, logically enough, as an index. Bue there is more co indexicality,
chan jusc finger-pointi ng. Words such as here, there, up, and down arc
al o indexical sign . When someone says "I am here, you are there," he or
he is referring co che relacivc position of persons co each other. Personal
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pronouns such as I, yott, he, and she are also indexes because they refer co
different people in relation to where chey are located in the line of sight.
Consider also the English expressions think up, think over, and think
out: "When did you think up that preposterous idea?" "You should think
over carefully what you just said"; "They mu c think out the entire problem
togecher." Even rhough these refer co abstract ideas, they do so in ways
thac suggest imaginary physical location and movement: think ttp elicits
a mental image of upward movement, portraying thinking as an object
being extracted physically from an imaginary mental terrain; think over
evokes the image of an internal eye scanning the mind; think out suggesrs
the action of taking a deeply buried thought out of che mind so char ir can
be held up, presumably, for examination.
The presence of such expressions in languages across che world suggests
something rather intriguing about che origins of language. The verbal
simulation of the laws of physical perception suggests an evolutionary
link becween language and the senses. In Sanskrit, the word maya (perceiving form in rhoughc) contains the particle ma (co measure or lay out);
in Italian, the verb pensarci (co think about something, co think over) is
constructed with che indexical particle ci (here, there); in English, perceive
decives from Latin cipio (to seize) and per (through), examine from agmen
(co pull our from a row) and ex (from), and prospect from Larin spectus
(looking) and pro (forward, ahead).
Now, consider our ball again. We might also wish to communicate
what it look like. To do chis, we could use the simple gesrure of cupping
our hands and moving them as if we were "drawing" the ball in space:
char is, moving the left hand in a councerclockwise circular morion and
rhe right one in a clockwise motion at the same time. We could do che
same thing on a piece of paper with a pencil in each hand. In both cases,
the sign char resulcs is a circular figure resembling the outline of a ball.
The figure-sign is known as an icon.
An icon is a sign that simulates, replicates, reproduces, imitates, or
resembles properties of its referent in some way. A portrait, for instance,
is contrived as a reproduction of che actual face of a person from che
perspective of the arcisr; a perfume scene is made chemically co simulate
a natural aroma or fragrance; words such as drip, bang, and screech
are obvious accempts co imitate certain ounds. lconicity (the capacity for
iconic represencacion) is defined as the transformation of perception into
representation. If you have a Macintosh computer or a Windows program
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for your PC, you will see icons di played on a creen, repre enting available funcrions or resources in a vi ual ' ay. 11 che door of publi coilecs,
you will see figures represenring males and femal al o in a vi ual way. If
you listen carefully co Beethoven's P11Jtoral symphony r Ro ini 's William
Tell Overture, you will hear musical icons thar are evocarive of the ounds
found in nature (bird call , thunder, wind). Icon are everywhere.
One of rhe founders of modern semiotics, Charles Peirce, who was
introduced in che previous chapter, saw iconicity a the primary, or
default, way of representing che world, preci ely because it i tied co sen·
sory perception. This is why ics handiwork shows up in prehistoric erch·
ings, small sculptures, and relief carvings of animals and female figures
found in caves chroughour Europe thar go back ome chircy thousand
years. The appearance of such arc is probably che end-resulr of something
char is not much different from rhe kind of nand gesrure made co represem the ball described previously. With some cutting, sculpting, or drawing instrument in one's hands, it would be a fairly straightforward cask
to transfer the imaginary picture of the ball made through gesture onto
some surface, using the same kinds of movements. Indeed, chis is probably
whar happened in human prehistory. The hand movements used co make
c~ose early works of art became more abbreviated only at a lacer point of
time. Ac char point, figures became more conden ed and abstract, leading co the invencion of picture writing. Archeological research suggests
thar che origins of writing lie in elemental shapes char were used in our
prehistory- much like che molds that figurine and coinmakers use coday.
Only later did they rake on more absrracr qualicies.5
The persisrence of gesture in human cornmunicarion is a residue of
ancient modes of iconiciry. Although vocal language is our primary mode
of communication, the evolucionary link berween speech and gesture
is still clearly noticeable. The linguist David McNeill has shown thac
when people speak chey gesture unconsciously, literally "drawing" che
concepts they are conveying orally. 6 For instance, when people talk of
"large" things, chey typically cup their hands moving chem ourward in
imicacion of swelling. When rhey talk of"small" things, they rypically cup
their hands moving rhem inward, mimicking a shrinking motion. Such
research suggests chat, although vocal language has become che dominant
form of communication in humans, che use of rhe hands has not vanished,
buc remains a functional subsystem. However, the scory of gesture as a
erva nc of vocal communication is incomplere. Indeed, gesture persists
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roday as rhe defaulc form of communicacion when an inreraccion is ocherwise impossible. This happens rypically when rwo people speak differenc
languages. Of cour e, in individuals wich impaired vocal organs, gescure
constituces the primary mode of communication.
The innate propensity for iconicicy is evident in children. The ability
to draw che ourli nes of rudimentary figures emerges approximacely
ac rhe same time as the fir c words. If a drawing insrrument is put in
a child's hand at chis point in life, he or she will instinctively make
random scribbles on a surface. As time passes, the scribbling becomes
more and more concrolled; shapes become suggest ive of undeveloped
figures that, with adult prompting, are soon labeled in some way (as
"suns," "faces," etc.). Ac firsc , children do not appear to draw anything
in particular, bur inscead spontaneously produce forms, which become
refined chrough practice inco precise, repeatable shapes. They draw for
the pleasure of it, wirhouc larger or more explicic associations of meaning. Drawing in early childhood is, in effect, an example of "arc for
arc's sake."
In a generic sense, all signs are symbols. Consider the ball again. The
easiest and mosc efficient way co refer co the objecc in quescion is co
use the word ball. Bur this can be done only if one knows che English
language. The word ball is, in face, a symbol, a sign that stands for a
referent in a conventional way and which, therefore, muse be learned in
context. Words, in general, are symbolic signs. Bue any signifier-an
object, a sound, a figure-can be used symbolically. A cross can symbolize the concept "Christianity," a "V" configuracion made with the
index and middle fingers can symbolize the concept "peace," and so on.
Symbolism may also be the end product of a previous semiotic
process (indexical or iconic). Take, for instance, a word such as flow
(mentioned in che previous chapter). Ir probably was coined iconically,
because the sounds chat comprise it suggest an accempt to represent
the sound made by moving water. Indeed, a word made with ocher
kinds of sounds would seem, intuitively, co be inappropriate for referring co moving water-kLop, twing, yoot, for example, do not seem
suicable; flow does. Over rime, the word has become detached from
its sonority.
As Charles Peirce argued, signs are typically amalgams of iconic,
indexical, and symbolic modes of represencacion. Take, as an example,
rhe common traffic sign for a crossroads, as seen in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: A Railroad Crossing ign

The "cross" figure on rhis sign is simultaneously iconic, symbolic,
and indexical. Ir is iconic because irs form visually mirrors che ourline
of a crossing. However, since rhe cross figure could be used to represenr
a church .in other contexts (with minor changes co its shape), it is also
conventional insofar as we need co know chat it has been chosen co refer
specifically co a crossing. Finally, the sign is an index because when ir is
placed near a railway crossing it indicate that we are about to reach ir. In
parallel ways, most signs are amalgams, and will be inrerprered as more or
less iconic, indexical, or symbolic, depending on rheir uses, their forms,
and their purposes.
owhere has the use of symbols borne more remarkable fruits chan in
mathematics and science. Mathematical symbols have given us a unique
opporcuniry to represent the physical world in abstract (displaced) ways,
and then experiment with the world in a purely intellectual and imaginary
fashion . The results of this mental experimentation can then be redirected
to che real world co see what they yield. Often, this leads co real discoveries about chat world. ymbollc reasoning in such areas of human thought
carries the burden over incuicion.
One of che early impressive examples of what this type of reasoning
can achieve is che calculation of che earth's circumference by the Greek
astronomer Eratosrhene (275-194 BCE). Standing during the summer
solstice ar Alexandria, and knowing char it was due north of rhe city of
yene, wich the disrance between the two cities being five hundred miles,
Eratosthenes used an ingenious method for measuring the earth's circumference- wirhouc having phy ically ro do so. At the summer solstice he
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Equator

Figuce 2.3: Erarosrhenes' Diagram

knew, as an astronomer, that rhe noon sun was directly overhead ar Syene,
shining directly down upon ir. Thus, he drew a diagram, showing rhe
earrh as a circle, labeling the center of the equator wich rhe leccer 0 and
the cities of Alexandria and Syene with A and B, respectively, as shown
in figure 2.3.
He then represented the direction of the sun (S) over Syene as BS and
he reasoned char joining this line ro the earth's center 0 would form the
straight line OBS, since at that instant the sun was shining straight overhead: that is, ac Syene the overhead direction and rhe direction of the sun
were coincident. At the same moment in Alexandria, he argued, the direction of the sun (S) cou ld thus be repre ented with AS, a line parallel to BS
because, as he knew, sun rays are parallel to each ocher. Then, on che diagram he extended rhe line OA-rhe line joining the center of the earth to
Alexandria-man arbitrary point D. The line OAD thus represented the
overhead direction at AJexandria. Now, Eramschenes reasoned, since AS
was parallel co BS, the angles DAS and AOB, formed by the line OAD curring t:he rwo parallel Lines AS and OBS, were equal by a theorem of geometry. On the basis of chis knowledge, Eratosthenes had only co measure
DAS, which he was able co do easily being in AJexandria, by measuring
the angle of the shadow made by a well near which he was standing. This
was rhe difference between the overhead direction and the direction of the
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sun ac Syene. He found ir robe 71/2°. Thi , chen, was al che ile of angle
AOB on che diagram. Moreover, Eracoschcne rea n d, chi angle is 71/2°
of 360° since che earth i vircually a sphere and therefore forms almosc a
360° angle. Thus, he proved che angle AOB as being 1/48 of the entire
angle ar 0 (7112° of360°}, the circumference of ch earth. From anocher
face of geometry, Eracoschenes knew rhac rhe arc AB, the distance becween
Alexandria and yene, was also 1/48 of the circumference. Therefore,
Eracoschenes concluded, rhe circumference wa 48 rimes the length of chac
arc: 48 x 500 =24,000 miles. His calculation of 24,000 miles was, in face,
in close agreemenc with ch modern value of 24,84 miles.
Th is classic episode in che hiscory of science how how powerful
symbolic representacion is. Symbolic cexts such a diagrams can replace
physical incervencion, allowing humans to model the world in abstract ways
and then discover real properties of thac world. But ic must noc be forgoccen chat the reason why diagrams such as the one by Eracoschenes produce
the resulcs that they do is because they are excrapolacions of experiences
and observacions. The original meaning of che cerm geometry is "measuring the earch," and chis is, in face, an accurate description of what che early
geometers did: they measured the size of fields and laid out accurate right
angles for the corners of buildings. This type of empirical geometry, which
flourished in ancienc Egypc, umer, and Babylon, was refined and sysrernarized by rhe Greeks. Ir was in the sixth century BCE char the Greek mathemarician Pythagoras (c. 580-c. 500 BCE) laid the cornerstone of scientific
reasoning by showing char rhe various measurements made by geometers
held a hidden pattern in them. When three pieces of sering or rope are tied
cogether co form a right-angled triangle, che square on the hypotenuse of che
triangle was always equal co che sum of the squares on the other rwo sides.
Pythagoras' great achievement was essentially co demonstrate deductively
chat chi pacrern could be symbolized in a generic way.

NAMES
There is one kind of sign char merits separare consideration, as Sebeok
argued-the name, rhe ign chat srands for a person, place, or by connoracive extension, a brand, an animal, a tropical scocm, and so on. Names are
idencicy signs. In face, it is impossible co chink of a human being wichour
a name- if an individual is nor given a name by his or her family, chen
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sociecy steps in co do so. Names define che human person in more ways
chan one. This is why children rend co become racher upsec when someone
calls chem by a name ocher than cheir birch name, or else makes fun of
char name.
The per onal name, known cechnically as an anthroponym, constitutes
a truly significant part of being human. Throughout che world, a newly
born child is nor considered a person until he or she is given a name. In
Inuit cultures a person is perceived as having a body, a soul, and a name
and is nor seen co be complete withouc all three. This is true, co varying
degrees, in all cultures. A few decades ago, a Bricish television program,
The Prisoner, played on chis theme. le porcraycd a tocalicarian world in
which people were assigned number in read of names-Number l,
Number 2, and so on-so char they could be made to conform more
submissively and co become more controllable. The use of numbers to
identify prisoners and laves throughout history has constituted an ace
designed co negate che humanity or the existence of certain people. The
Prisoner was, in essence, a portrayal of the struggle char humans feel to
discover che meaning of self.
Some names are derived from religious traditions Oohn, Mary, Abraham,
Sarah); ochers from rhe names of the months (April, June), precious scones
(Ruby, Pear[), popular personalities (Elvis, Britney), flowers (Rose, Violet),
places (Georgia), and legendary figures (Diana, Alexander). America permits all kinds of names, but in some countries there are approved lists of
names chat muse be given to a child if he or she is to be legally recognized.
In some religious cultures, a child muse be given an appropriate religious
name before he or she will be issued a birch certificate.
In the modern world, one name is not sufficient ro identify individuals. Historically, surnames-literally "names on top of names"-became
necessary when name duplications in growing societies made ir difficult
to differentiate berween people. Surnaming accomplished chis rypicaJJy
by representing an individual wich reference to his or her place of origin,
occupation, or descendancy. In England, for example, a person living near
or by a place where apple trees grew could easily have been described, say,
as John "where-the-apples-grow," hence, John Appleby (for shore). Regional
or habitation surnames, such as Wood, Moore, Church, or Hill are produces of the same kind of chinking. Surnames denoting an occupation are
Chapman (merchant or reader), Miller, and Baker. Parentage surname
in Scotland or lreland are often indicated by prefixes such as Mac,
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Mc-McTavish, McManus, and so on-or in ngland by ufft es such
as son-Johnson, Harrison, and Maryson (son of John , n of Harry. on
of Mary). Compound surnames are al o u ed in ome countries where
retaining borh family names is rhe cu com. Thu , in pain, J111m the son
of Manuel Chavez and Juanita Fernandez would be named Juan Chavez
(y) Fernandez. The surna me is also an index of echniciry, ince ir reveals
to which family, society, or culcure the individual probably belong - rhe
surname Smith indicates char che person is of Anglo-American heritage,
Bellini Icalian, Lamontaigne French, and so on.
The srory of naming does noc scop ac urname . People invent nick·
names, for instance, co empha ize a physical characceriscic (Lefty) or a
personaliry rrair (Cranky), and pseudonyms (false names) co conceal sex
(George Sand, pseudonym of Amandine Aurore Lucie Dupin), che pasr
(0. Henry, pseudonym of William Sydney Porter), or simply on a per onal
whim (Mark Twain, a Mississippi River phra e meaning "rwo fathoms
deep," pseudonym of amuel Clemens). ome pseudonyms have become
betcer known rhan the real names, as in the case of Mark Twain or Lewis
Carroll, whose real name was Charles Dodgson.
People also name things ocher chan human beings. Throughour che
world, they give names co deiries, vehicles (ships, boars) and geographi·
cal spaces and formations- countries, states, islands, rivers, srreets,
houses, fields , mountains, valleys-known rechnically as toponyms.
Toponyms may have historical ignificance (Washington, a city named
afcer the firsc president of the Unired rates) , religious significance
(Santa Cruz means " holy cross,") or some ocher kind of symbolic
value. ome are simply descriptive: Honolulu means "safe harbor,"
Dover "warer," Doncaster "camp on the Don ." A rough esrimare is char
3.5 million place names exist in the United Scares alone, one for each
square mile. Many of these reflect Native American influence (Niagara,
Potomac, Tennessee). chers are of various origins: Spanish (Florida,
Santa Fe), French (Lake Champlain, Baton Rouge), Durch (Brooklyn,
Harlem) , Rus ian (Kotubue, Tolstoi Point), and so on. Nations typically have regulatory agencies char supervise geographical naming. In
che United races, che agency is the Board of Geographic Names of the
Department of the Interior.
Naming has also been applied to identify produces (brand names), co
characterize teams (New York Yankees, Dallas Cowboys), to refer to tropical
torms (Hazel, Harry), and so on. Aware that a product wich a name has
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a more personal quality ro it, marketing and advertising people pay close
arcencion co the choice of a brand name. The intentional creation of a
name for a produce engenders a per onality for chat produce char is meant
to appeal co specific consumers. omecime the brand name becomes so
well-known char it is u ed to represent the whole category of products:
examples are Scotch tape for adhesive cape, Skidoo for snowmobile, and
Kleenex for facial tissue. The names given co cosmetics and beauty produces are typicaUy created co elicit connotations such as natural beauty
(Moondrops, Natural Wonder, Rainf/ower, Sunsilk, Skin Dew), scientific
authority (Eterna 27, Clinique, Endocil, Equalia), or gender qualities
(Britt, Cossak, Denim, Aramis, Devin).7
Names are perceived typically to belong to the realm of the sacred. In
many cultures, including our , ic is thought chat giving a child the name of
an ancestor will bescow on chat child che ancestor's spirit, protection, and
thus guarantee familial continuity and cradirion. This spiritual dimension is the reason why name-giving ceremonies are found throughout the
world, many of which are linked co religious rices. The Ancient Egyptians
believed char if an individual 's name was forgotten on earth, the deceased
would have to undergo a second death. To avoid this danger, names were
written multiple rimes on walls, combs, and papyri. Political rulers would
often erase rhe names of previous monarchs as a means of rewriting hiscory
in their favor. In Hebrew culcure, rhe ancient art of gematria was based on
the belief char the letters of any name could be interpreted as digits and
rearranged to form a number chat contained secret messages encoded in it.
The Romans, coo, thought names were prophetic, claiming in one of their
proverbs char nomen est omen-a "name is an omen." Would the Roman
view explain names such as Cecil Fielder who was a fielder, Rollie Fingers
who was a pitcher, William Wordsworth who was a poet, Francine Prose
who wa a novelise, and Mickey Bass who was a musician? Perhaps such
occurrences simply indicate chat some people are inspired subliminally
by rh eir names to gravitate coward occupations suggested by chem. The
Puritans also believed that one's name was a self-fulfilling prophecy. This
is why they cbo e names such as bedience, hoping that the child would
exemplify the virtue of obedience. We cannot help wonder, at an intuitive
level, whether we would have curned out differently if our names had been
different. I understand that my mother wanted to name me Raul. Why
would an Italian mother wane co give her only child (as it curned our) such
an exotic sounding name? Precisely for chat reason. he used co read what
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are now called Harlequin romance and one of che character in rhem was
a dashing, debonair, intelligent, and charming "Lawrence of A rabia~ personage named Raul. I suppose she wanted co pa on rho e characceri rics
co me through the name.
Forrunacely or not, I ended up being named Marcello. My mother
must have had a last minute qualm of con cience, gercing rhe idea to
call me Marcello from rhe name of che hospical in which I was born
(San Marcello). I grew up in Toronto. I knew very little nglish because char
was the era before television, the great reacher of real language. Interaction
with English-speaking childhood peers was also very limited. It was in
dementary school in the early 1950s char I first received full exposure co
English. I remember being complecely lose at fir c, since 1 imply could not
follow what was being said in the classroom. It was in chool thac my peers
started calling me Marshmallow. le was noc an offensive nickname, ac lease
not in my perception. Firsc, my name Marcello was nor easy co pronounce.
Except for a few who knew Icalian, mosc of the children in che class were
English-speaking. econd, I had very blond hair and, I guess, the name fit
rather nicely wich my appearance. I believe it was a teacher who scarred calling me Marcel. A I became accuscomed co chis name at school, I scarced
co like ic, for ic separated me from my home persona and broughc me
closer linguistically co the ocher children. I had developed, in effect, a dual
identity-one for the home and one for the school and my peers. My new
name mirrored che duali m of immigrant life in chat era perfectly. To this
day, people ask me whether I am French. And I continue co think chat it is
socially powerful co be able co portray different personas through the name.
Given their association with prophecy and individual identity, naming
trends tend co be remarkably stable in mosc societies. According co che
United Stares' ocial Security Administration, one-fourth of che cop
twenty names given in 2004 in America were che same as chose given back
in 1880. The cop five names for girls and boys respectively in che cwo eras,
according co that governmencal agency, are (were) Mary, Emily, Anna,

Emma, Elizabeth, Madison, john, Jacob, William, Michael, fames, Charles,
Matthew, and George. In 1880, che top twenty boys' names were given
to more than half of all boys born; in 2004 chey were given to around
20 percent. The cop rwency girls' names were given to around 34 percent
of all girl born in 1880; in 2004, they were given co 14 percent. Among
the ostensible reasons for this differential patcern is the face that families
are smaller coday. Nevertheless, the names given coday even in a highly
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trendy pop culture milieu uch a our tend, in the end, to be those that
are consistenr with tradition.

STRUCTURE, CODES, ANO PERCEPTION
Recall Ted 's question at the beginning of chi chapter regarding the
meaning of che design of the pin Cheryl wa wearing (a Chinese water
spirit). Ted 's question was motivated by his lack of knowledge of the
design's physical form or structure. For any ign to bear meaning, in fact,
ir must have some recognizable differential physical feature char individuals recognize. onsider word such as pin, bin, fim , nm, duck, and luck.
As a speaker of English, you will in candy recognize these as eparate,
meaning-bearing word becau e you will perceive the initial ounds of
successive pairs (p versus b in pin-bin J versus r in fim-nm, d versus I in
duck-luck) as d ifferential. In technical term , this feature in the makeup
of signs is known as paradigmatic structure. People are intuitively aware
of paradigmatic scruccure, even though chey may never have consciously
reflected upon it. It is the reason why, for example, we can easily recognize
the signs {a, b, c, d , e, ... } and {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, ... } as pertaining co separate
codes (the Roman alphabet code, the po icive integer code) and as distinct
elements of each code.
Words such as pin and bin are not only recognizable as distinct signs
through their different initial sounds, but al o by che way in which
rheir consticuenc sounds have been put cogecher. In technical terms,
this combination feature in che makeup of signs is called syntagmatic
structure. For any sign to bear meaning, it must not only have some
physical feacure in it makeup that keeps it distinct, bur also be conscructed according to some recognizable pattern. The word pin is recognizable as a legitimate Engli h word because of the way in which its
consticuenr sound , p + i + n, have been linked. n the other hand, che
form pfin i not recognizable a an Engli h word because the sequence
P +f + i + n violate English combinatory (syntagmatic) structure. So,
too, the incegers {l , 2 , 3, 4 , 5 ... } can be combined co form numerals
larger than nine according co specified rules of horizontal combination-for example, 12, 345, 9870; but they cannot be put one under
the other vertically, becau e we do not form numerals in that way.
Overall, paradigmatic scruccure involve differentiation, synragmatic
structure combination.
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The notion of structure is a crucial one. o, it i worth mulling over
with an analogy to solitaire. Solitaire i a card game played by one person. In all versions, che cards are dealt co the cable a cording lO a plan
or pattern, known as a tableau. The game develop out of the undealc
portion of che deck, known as che hand, which i turned up one card or
more at a time. The object of most solitaire game i to build columns
of cards in ascending or descending order. The rule of play may requi re
thac these be built up in one suit or color, in alternating suits or colors, in
some number-value arrangement, or in some ocher way. Playing solicaire,
therefore, entails boch che ability to recognize the distinctive features of
cards (suit and number value) and knowledge of how co put the individual
cards together in vertical columns. In other words, solitaire is a code in
which the various cards ( igns) are distinguishable paradigmacically from
each other by suit, color, and number, and placeable syntagmatically into
columns in certain specified ways.
To summarize, forms are recognized as legitimate meaning-bearing
signs when they fit structurally into their respective codes-language,
number systems, card games, and so on. igns are like pieces of a jigsaw
puzzle, which have visible features on their faces that keep chem distinct from each other, as well as differently shaped edges that allow the
puzzle-solver to join them together in specific ways to complete the overall
picture.
The psychological importance of differential structure was noticed first
by the psychologists Wilhelm Wundt (1832-1920) and Edward B. Titchener
(1867-1927), who termed it opposition. aussure too saw opposition as the
psychological basis of how we recognize meanings. Traditionally, the technique of opposition has been carried out in a binary fashion-char is, it is
performed on two forms (for example, cat versus rat) at a time. Because
binary opposition was used extensively and unreflecrively both within
semiotics and linguistics in the first part of the twentieth century to the
virtual exclusion of any orher kind of analytical technique, it was bound
to come under criticism. The late French emiotician Greimas (mentioned
in the previou chapter) introduced the notion of the "semiotic square"
that, he claimed, was more suitable as an opposition technique because
it involved two sets of oppositions forming a square arrangement. Given
a sign (for example, the word rich), we determine its overall meaning by
opposing it to its contradictory (not rich), its contrary (poor), and its contradictory (not poor).
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Whether oppositions are binary, four-part, or of ocher dimensions, che
face remains rhac we seem to respond to chem universally. They surface,
in facr, in philosophical, religious, and narrative systems across the world.
Some of these are:
Masculine
Light
Good
Self
Subject
Sacred
Body
Nature
Positive
Heaven
Beginning
Love
Pleasure
Existence
Left

versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus
versus

Feminine
Dark
Evil
Ocher
Object
Profane
Mind
History
egative
HelJ
End
Hate
Pain
Nothingness
Right

An infinitude of codes based on such oppositions undergirds human
cultures and knowledge systems, guiding how people cell stories and how
they develop theories of the universe. This view of human knowledge
assumes chat meaning is something that cannot be determined in the
absolute, but only by opposing concepts to each other. From oppositions
we can see, one or cwo features at a time, whac makes something unique.
Signs are both restrictive and liberating. They are restrictive in that
they impose on individuals born and reared in a specific culcure an
already-fixed system of meanings; that system wiJl largely determine how
they will come to understand and even perceive the world around chem.
To grasp how a particular rype of visual sign system to which you have
become accustomed can influence your own visual perception, look at
figure 2.4.
People reared in Western culture are typically fooled by these lines.
Lines AB and CD are actually equal in length, bur the oriencacion of
the arrowheads fools the Western eye into seeing AB as longer than CD.
As psychologists have found, people living in non-Western culcure do
nor typically experience the same illusion. The reason why we see one
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Figure 2.4: A Visual lllu ion

..
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line as longer than the other is because we have become con d1uone
by our upbringing to view certain figures as representing oppo itions.
The opposition in this case is created by the different orientation of the
arrowheads-outward-orienting arrowheads are interpreted a representing "extension" and inward-orienting ones as" hrinkage.' This opposition
clearly affects how we see things!
However, the story does not end on the rather worrisome note chat we
are all caught in a predetermined system of perception. Paradoxically, the
very same perception-structuring system of signs in which we are reared
is also liberating because it provides the mean by which we can seek
new meanings. The enduring artistic, religiou , mathematical, scientific,
and philosophical texts to which people are exposed in different cultural
contexts open up the mind, stimulate creativity, and engender freedom
of thought. As a result, human beings tend to become restless for new
meanings, new messages. For this reason, sign systems and their meanings are constantly being modified by new generations of artists, scientists,
philosophers, thinkers, and others to meet new demands, new ideas, and
new challenges. Therein lies the essence of the human condition.

